and we recorded their "scanpaths," that is, the sequences of saccades and fixations ( Figure 1A ). In the second part of the procedure, the stimulus-driven letter Figure 1B) . So, when the subjects tracked the jumps of the red target window with the eyes in task Germany 2, they showed stimulus-driven saccades that had the same metrics as the voluntarily executed, exploratory saccades from task 1.
There is evidence that such body-centered reference frames are also associated with stimulus-driven saccades; the direction-specific deficit worsens when neglect patients begin their saccades from fixations farther on the left as opposed to on the right side of space [2, 3]. However, when we examined whether the neglect patients' number of stimulus-driven saccades or these saccades' amplitudes varied with spatial coordinates, Because spatial neglect can be regarded as a "breakThis direction-specific saccade deficit cannot be atdown" of partly the same neural circuits or of circuits tributed to motor problems. The locations of the sacclosely connected with these networks, it is no surprise cadic targets in task 2 were identical to the target locathat neglect is correlated with disturbed stimulus-driven tions self-chosen by each subject in task 1, so any deficit as well as with disturbed voluntary functions [6, 10, 31]. downstream in the saccade system would have shown
In agreement with these data, all of our neglect paup in both tasks. Also, both tasks required similar letter tients-but no control subjects-showed impairments detection mechanisms. Therefore, it appears unlikely of stimulus-driven as well as of voluntary saccades, dethat differences in cognitive load caused the neglect spite considerable differences in brain lesions and in patients to perform differently in the two tasks. The secrecovery time. ond task did differ from the first in that it presented a A close link between an eye-centered deficit and a salient saccade goal and provided more time to perform head-centered deficit corresponds to the notion of a each saccade. However, both of these differences should close relation of eye-centered and head-centered representations of space as suggested by different models. have made the task easier. Therefore, it is not clear how neurons with eye-centered receptive fields [32] . The During the experiment, the subjects sat in a dimly lit room in front "conversion on command model" [33] suggests that the of a computer monitor. A head and chin rest stabilized the head. brain initially represents a target in eye-centered coordiEye movements were recorded with a video-oculographic system (3D VOG, SMI, Berlin, sampling rate: 50 Hz).
nates and later converts them into the respective coordinate system that is appropriate for a particular task. 
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